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The do-it-yourself hobbyist market, particularly in the area of electronics, is hotter than ever.  This books gives the “evil genius” loads of projects to delve into, from an ultrasonic microphone, to a body heat detector, and all the way to a Star Wars Light Saber.  This book makes creating these devices fun, inexpensive, and easy.     

       SHOCK AND AMAZE!  INEXPENSIVE PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD!  
  INSIDE: PROJECTS THAT TOUCH THE LEADING EDGE OF ELECTRONICS  

  Electronics fans have waited a long time for this book. Not since 1983 has author Bob Iannini published a collection of his amazing projects -- all of them fun, easy, and inexpensive to make at home and, best of all, seriously exciting and impressive!  

  Iannini takes the stuff of science fiction and science future and brings it down to size for the home hobbyist. Full of easy-to-follow plans and clear diagrams and schematics, and respectful of your wallet, Electronic Gadgets for the Evil Genius gives you:  
  
* Illustrated instructions and plans for amazing pretested projects advanced enough for sophisticated electronics enthusiasts but described in sufficient detail to be built easily by newcomers  
* Explanations of the science and math behind each project (i.e., you can explore different methods of achieving acceleration)  
* Frustration-free plans -- needed parts are listed, along with sources -- and most of these projects can be built for $100 or less  

  About the Author
   

Bob Iannini runs Information Unlimited, a firm dedicated to the experimenter and technology enthusiast.  Founded in 1974, the company holds many patents, ranging from weapons advances to children's toys.  Mr. Iannini's 1983 Build Your Own Laser, Phaser, Ion Ray Gun & Other Working Space-Age Projects, now out of print, remains a popular source for electronics hobbyists.       
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Website Optimization: Speed, Search Engine & Conversion Rate SecretsO'Reilly, 2008
Remember when an optimized website was one that merely didn't take all day to appear? Times have changed. Today, website optimization can spell the difference between enterprise success and failure, and it takes a lot more know-how to achieve success.
 This book is a comprehensive guide to the tips, techniques, secrets, standards, and methods...
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Programming PHPO'Reilly, 2013

	
		This updated edition teaches everything you need to know to create effective web applications with the latest features in PHP 5.x. You’ll start with the big picture and then dive into language syntax, programming techniques, and other details, using examples that illustrate both correct usage and common idioms.

	
		If...
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The Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Communications, Signal Processing, and SystemsSpringer, 2014

	The Proceedings of The Second International Conference on Communications, Signal Processing, and Systems provides the state-of-art developments of Communications, Signal Processing, and Systems. The conference covered such topics as wireless communications, networks, systems, signal processing for communications. This book is a collection of...
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Paradiplomacy in Action: The Foreign Relations of Subnational Governments (Routledge Series in Federal Studies)Routledge, 1999

	The international activities of regions have attracted considerable political

	and scholarly attention in recent years. This has perhaps been most notable

	in Europe, where the protagonism of regions within the EU and the alliances

	among regions have generated a substantial literature, but the phenomenon

	has also marked federal...
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Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Dynamics GP is an Enterprise Resource Planning system, essentially an accounting system on steroids, designed for mid-sized organizations. The implementation of Dynamics GP is usually considered to be complex, and people often realize there must be more efficient ways of working with the system. This book will show readers how to...
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Nonprofit Bookkeeping & Accounting For Dummies (Wiley Finance)For Dummies, 2009
Counting the money in your wallet or purse is an act of accounting. If you ever make a note of how much you have, you’re even performing a bookkeeping function. You count things all the time in everyday life without thinking twice about accounting. For example, you count the plates before setting the table at home. You count the number of...
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